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HI,
I have been preoccupied this last week with reading about serious climate change
migration in Siberia, more movement of refugees in Syria (and another invasion),
incredible drought in Australia, the demise of the Mount Blanc glacier in France,
record high temperatures in North America this month already, the disbanding of two
important federal U.S. advisory boards (on marine life and invasive species), and
much more. What’s so startling about these issues is not just the variety and
increasing frequency, but the apparent lack of power and action to do anything about
them. Perhaps just by learning about them and discussing is something, but what to
do? Huge efforts are being made by made to help, but it's still all so short. Is there a
single answer? What is it for you? And as 13 year old Canadian Indigenous water
activist, Autumn Peltier, asked at last year's UN Climate Summit "Where is your
heart?"
As Autumn flies into full swing here in Ontario we’re blessed with an incredible and
beautiful display and celebration of nature (as below and at the end). Thank goodness
we didn’t have the fires of last summer and no other emergency to spoil it all. But, all
this bliss as others suffer around the world. Incredulously, one of our leading
candidates to be our Prime Minister in our upcoming election (on October 21) is
campaigning on cutting 25% of Canada’s foreign aid so a few Canadians can live
better, and he can swap help for those in desperate need globally with those in our
midst whom we should be able to help regardless, without cutting. Too many

travesties. So much blindness and/or denial.
In today’s Planetary Health Weekly (#41 of the year, as below), you’ll read about
those working to stop the decimation of species, how we’re so unprepared for the
next pandemic, eating meat not so fast, the most air polluted European cities, lack of
drinking water on Canadian reservations, an electric ferry, helping kids deal with the
climate crisis, how soil microbes affect our health, ethical fashion, huge floods, death
and dislocation in India, and much more. We hope you’ll take a look.
Best, david
David Zakus, Editor and Publisher
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With One Million Species Under Threat
Here Are Two Projects Tackling The
Extinction Crisis
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According to the IPBES #GlobalAssessment of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
published in May one million animal and plant species are threatened with extinction.
Among its conclusions is this existential heart-stopper: “This loss of diversity,
including genetic diversity, poses a serious risk to global security by undermining the
resilience of many agricultural systems to threats such as pests, pathogens and
climate change.“ One program to help, UNESCO Biosphere Reserves, seeks to
reconcile human activity with the conservation of biodiversity through the sustainable
use of natural resources. In June this year, 18 more of these were announced in
different parts of the world.
Making the announcement, UNESCO Director-General, Audrey Azoulay said, in
reference to the loss of biodiversity, “After diagnosing the issue at stake, highlighted
by the recent report of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), the vitality of the World Network of Biosphere
Reserves gives us cause for hope. “Following the adoption of this historic report, no
one will be able to claim that they did not know. We can no longer continue to destroy
the diversity of life. This is our responsibility towards future generations.”
Read more at The Fifth Estate

World Health Leaders Warn The World
Is Dangerously Unprepared For A
Pandemic
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The world is so woefully unprepared for the potential of a worldwide illness that a
group of concerned and prominent political leaders have joined forces to form the
Global Preparedness Monitoring Board, an independent body working to face down
such emergencies. Among those on the board are former Norwegian prime minister
and World Health Organization (WHO) director general Gro Harlem Brundtland,
Unicef director Henrietta Fore, and International Federation of Red Cross secretary
general Elhadj As Sy.
In its first annual report on Sept. 17, the group analyzed just how ready the world is
for a medical emergency. The findings aren’t encouraging. If an epidemic as serious
as the 1918 Spanish flu were to emerge today, it would take about 36 hours to
become a pandemic, and it would kill up to 80 million people. To give a better sense

of the seriousness of the threat, the report begins by outlining a few of the ongoing
crises in the world. There are emerging threats like Zika or human monkeypox, reemerging threats like measles, or—perhaps most scary of all—deliberately emerging
threats like bio-terrorism. Between 2011 and 2018, the WHO tracked 1,483 epidemic
events in 172 countries. Read more at Quartz

A Study Says Full Speed Ahead On
Processed And Red Meat Consumption
Nutrition Scientists Say Not So Fast
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Guidelines just published in the Annals of Internal Medicine say there’s no need
to reduce red or processed meat consumption for good health. Based on five
systematic reviews of the relationship between meat consumption and health,
a panel of researchers from Dalhousie and McMaster universities in Canada,
with the Iberoamerican and Polish Cochrane centers, says that most people can
continue to consume red meat and processed meat at their average
consumption levels. The study’s recommendations are contrary to almost all
other guidelines that exist.
Indeed, many nutrition and health scientists were gobsmacked by the panel’s

recommendations. “The conclusions are not the conclusions of the medical
community. They were selective in the studies included and the weight they
gave them” says Elizabeth Klodas, a cardiologist and member of the American
College of Cardiology's nutrition group. Another critic of the study, Walter
Willett, professor of epidemiology and nutrition at Harvard T.H. Chan School of
Public Health, said the Annals of Internal Medicine study also ignored solid
science in the arena. Read more at The Washington Post

Anti-Vaxxers Don’t Just Imperil
Themselves, They Make Martyrs Of The
Most Vulnerable. Time To Get Tough.
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Anti-Vaxxers are on the ascendant. And they are lowering our collective resistance to
deadly outbreaks. Now Toronto's Board of Health wants to raise our political will,
before the problem goes viral - not merely socially in the online world but medically in
the real world. Read more at The Star

Uncovering How Microbes In The Soil
Influence Our Health And Our Food

Influence Our Health And Our Food
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Until recently, most agricultural experts thought of soil as nothing more than a matrix
to hold plants and minerals. But the same technologies that have allowed us to better
understand the bacteria and fungi that make up our microbiome have led to
breakthroughs in soil science. Soil microbes play key roles in preventing soil erosion,
conserving water and breaking down environmental pollutants. They also capture
and store atmospheric carbon — which might help fight climate change. If this were
all soil microbes did, they would clearly be central to our well-being and survival on
this planet. But emerging research suggests that the soil microbiome might have an
even more direct effect on our health by communicating directly with our own cells
and by boosting the nutrient content of our food. Read more at The Washington Post

In The Philippines, The Last-Mile
Challenges To Universal Health Coverage
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Under the Philippines’ UHC law, signed in March by President Rodrigo Duterte, all
Filipino citizens will be automatically enrolled in the country’s national health
insurance program. The law “will guarantee equitable access to quality and affordable
healthcare services for all Filipinos,” said the president during the signing ceremony.
But there’s currently a gap between the ambitions of the law — whose implementing
rules and regulations are still being finalized — and the reality, where access and
insurance coverage challenges remain.
The country’s national health insurance program provides coverage for the cost of
cleft lip and palate surgery. However, only paying and sponsored members, and
those eligible for the government subsidy, such as senior citizens and low-income
families identified as indigent members by the Department of Social Welfare and
Development, are currently able to receive these benefits.
About 93% of the estimated 104 million Filipinos are currently covered by the national
health insurance program as of December 2017. Read more at Devex

1,685 Flood-Related Deaths Reported By
14 States, 2.2 Million Evacuated To
Shelter Camps In India
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The monsoon season India has recorded the highest rainfall in 25 years with
climate change leaving behind massive loss of human lives, shelters, livestocks, crop
and infrastructure. At least 80% more districts have been inundated since August 16,
taking the total count of flood-affected districts across the country to 277. The
extended monsoon has left behind a trail of destruction with 1,685 deaths reported
by 14 states till September 30, and hundreds still missing. Read more at Times of
India

Where Are The Most Dangerous Air
Pollution Zones In Europe?
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Air quality is a major concern for many European citizens, especially in cities with a lot
of traffic where the main air pollutants are PM10, ozone and nitrogen dioxide (NO2).
Vehicles, especially diesel vehicles, are the main source. To protect the health of
citizens and the environment, European legislation sets thresholds for levels of
different air pollutants in ambient air. Not all cities inform the population about high
pollution levels, leaving citizens at severe risk. You’d want to avoid the German city of
Limburg in summer, as it ranks first among the most dangerous environmental zones
in Europe. If you wanted to flee the danger zones, you could travel to the most
beautiful ones, where both your health and mental well-being would be rewarded.
These happen to lie in France. Read more at The Fifth Estate

OPINION

The Amazon And You
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Nearly everyone has seen the dramatic images of the Amazon ablaze. Tens of
thousands of fires – intentionally started or caused by logging, farming, mining and
other human activities – have broken out over the past year alone. This matters a
great deal, because forests absorb gases that increase global warming if released into
the atmosphere. Reduction of the Amazon rainforest by fire adds to the problem of
climate change in two ways: the fires themselves release gases and particles that
accelerate the earth’s warming, and the elimination of the trees by definition means
they cannot absorb carbon dioxide.
What is going on in Brazil highlights a fundamental tension in the world. Brazil’s
government holds to the view that what happens inside the country’s borders falls
within its purview alone. This is the traditional notion of sovereignty, one largely
shared by most of the world’s governments, including the United States, China,
Russia, India, and others.
But it is an increasingly inadequate, if not obsolete, notion in today’s globalized world,
where just about anyone and anything can reach almost anywhere. As a result, what
happens within a country can no longer automatically and unconditionally be
considered its concern alone. Read more at Project Syndicate

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

Countries Making Progress Towards
Universal Health Coverage
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On 23 September 2019, world leaders committed to scale up efforts in the pursuit of
health for all by adopting a United Nations political declaration on universal health
coverage (UHC). Through this, United Nations Member States have pledged to invest
in mechanisms to ensure no one suffers financial hardship because they have had to
pay for health care out of their own pockets, and to implement high-impact health
interventions to combat diseases and protect women’s and children’s health. Read
more at Euro W.H.O.

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

Why Some First Nations Still Don’t Have
Clean Drinking Water — Despite
Promises

Credit: FRED LUM/THE GLOBE AND MAIL

During the 2015 election campaign, Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau promised to
eliminate all long-term water advisories on First Nations by March 2021. Many
Indigenous communities have gone for years and years without clean drinking water.
Some advisories are so old, explains Dawn Martin-Hill, one of the founders of the
Indigenous Studies Program at McMaster University, that “you could have a 16-yearold girl growing up in northern Ontario who has never been able to drink or bathe in
the water that they have access to.” So why, despite the federal government’s pledge,
do some First Nations still not have potable water, and what exactly needs to be done
to get it to them?
The government’s promise focused on “long-term” boil water advisories, not shortand medium-term advisories. While many communities have been dealing with these
so-called short-term problems for years, Angela Mashford-Pringle, who works at the
Waakebiness-Bryce Institute for Indigenous Health at the University of Toronto, told
Global News in July that such communities are being left out because their advisories
are not technically “long-term.” “Realistically, if you went across the country, quite a
few of the 633 First Nations are on either short-term or medium-term advisories,” she
said. “I’m not sure if we’re doing much to change that.”
To understand the inequalities and why First Nations receive less funding for clean
water than neighbouring municipalities simply because they are regulated federally
and not provincially, you have to go back to the beginning of Canada — to
colonization. Read more at Global News
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Quote Of The Week
"There's a whole structure put in place to deny us our humanness and our
beingness and our access to the political systems, to financial systems, and to
everything around us. Like our want to be successful, our desire to bring our
gifts into our community however those gifts present themselves in our lives
and we discourage ourselves because we don't think we're good enough. And I
would tell my younger self, this is where you get the tears. But that you're good
enough."
Prairie Rose Seminole, educator, advocate and citizen of the Three Affiliated Tribes of
North Dakota and descendant of the Sahnish/Arikara, Northern Cheyenne and Lakota
Nations.
For Further Information See: Want to be an ally to Native people? This educator wants
you to avoid making this common mistake

Upcoming Events

October 7th - 11th: Climate Change and the Role of Nuclear
Power (Vienna, Austria)
October 15th - 18th: Global Symposium of Citizenship, Governance and
Accountability in Health (New Delhi, India)
October 17th - 19th: Canadian Conference on Global Health (Ottawa, Canada)
November 4th -5th: International Conference on Global Healthcare (Tokyo,
Japan)
November 7th - 8th: Global Experts Meeting on Healthcare and
Nursing (Melbourne, Australia)
November 7th - 8th: Global Summit on Healthcare and Nutrition (Melbourne,
Australia)
November 13th - 14th: World Congress on Mental Health (London, UK)
November 22nd -24th: 2nd International Symposium on Community Health
Workers (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
February 19th - 20th, 2020: 2nd World Congress on Primary Healthcare and
Medicare Summit (Paris, France)
March 31 - April 2, 2020: World Public Health Nutrition Congress 2020
(Brisbane, Australia)
April 6th -7th, 2020: 17th World Congress on Paediatrics and
Neonatology (Tokyo, Japan)
April 18th -20th, 2020: CUGH Conference 2020: Global Health in a Time of
Worldwide Political Change (Washington, D.C., USA)
April 24th - 26th, 2020: PEGASUS IV Migration - Climate Change - Sustainable
Development (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA: STREET ART

The Climate Crisis, Illustrated

Le Bateau Ivre, acrylic on canvas, 2015 BY SIERRA STAFF

Pejac's drawings clarify the destructive absurdity of the Anthropocene
Ahab straddles the tip of a gliding whale. A lone fisherman sits on a bed of dissolving
ice. Into an endless sea of bobbling plastic, a young boy casts out a line into a
suffocated sliver of water. These are just some of the disturbing climate renderings
from Barcelona-based street artist Pejac. In these provocative drawings, human and
natural worlds collide with absurd and destructive consequences that reveal an alltoo-inexorable truth: The Anthropocene will spell the unraveling of both if we don't
act now.

Read More at Sierra

FYI #2

In Denmark, World’s (2nd?) Largest

In Denmark, World’s (2nd?) Largest
Electric Ferry Completes Maiden
Voyage
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Electric transportation technology is spreading beyond cars to heavy
equipment, airplanes, helicopters, and now, boats. The Danish ferry boat Ellen, which
made its maiden voyage last month between the Danish islands of Aero and Als,
claims to be the world’s largest all-electric ferry. While electric technology is still a
challenge for long-haul shipping, and cruise companies are just branching out in to
hybrids, short-haul, point-to-point ferry runs seem tailor-made for electric power.
Electric ferries have been running in Norway since 2015, but none nearly as large as
the 195-foot long Ellen. This ferry can carry up to 30 cars (electric cars, we'd hope) and
200 passengers, and is powered by a 4.3 megawatt-hour lithium-ion battery pack
made by conversion company Leclanche.

Read More at Green Car Reports

FYI #3

FYI #3

Biotech Firms Fight Panic Over
Spread Of Superbugs
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Science journalists generally hear two contrasting opinions on the growing threat
from antimicrobial resistance (AMR). On the one hand are dire warnings of a coming
antibiotic disaster as germs become resistant to existing drugs while market failure
blocks the development of new ones. On the other hand is a stream of cheery press
releases from universities and biotech companies around the world describing
advances in research. Science writers probably get more emails with positive news
about AMR than any other medical issue apart from cancer. What gives?

Read More at Ozy

FYI #4

Over 5.68m Nigerians Sensitized On

Over 5.68m Nigerians Sensitized On
Genital Mutilation
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3,903 girls and women participated and also received health, social and legal services.
The figures cover the five states of Imo, Ebonyi, Ekiti, Osun and Oyo deemed as the
states with the most prevalent in FGM. UNFPA-UNICEF 2018 Joint Report indicated
that 18% of girls and women in Nigeria aged 15 to 49 years had undergone FGM,
while over 14.8 million girls were at risk between 2015 and 2030. A lot of progress has
been made since Nigeria joined other countries on the joint programme on FGM
abandonment.

Read More at The Guardian

FYI #5: AUTUMN READING

Good Fashion Guide: Your Source For

Good Fashion Guide: Your Source For
Ethical Clothing Choices
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From farm to factory to your closet: how to help fight child labour in the fashion
industry: a call for transparency across the fashion industry.
Enter fast fashion, cheap and trendy clothing inspired by celebrities and the runway.
It required a cheaper workforce to keep up with the demand, leading to lower labour
standards and problems like child labour in production. Children are employed
because they are easier to exploit, and their hands are smaller for finer work. More
inexpensive clothing options meant more clothing produced, thus more waste.

Read More at World Vision

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

Helping Kids Prepare For A Climate
Constrained Future

Credit: Climate Reality Project

In 2019, kids and young people need to not only understand the dangers of the
climate crisis so they can be prepared for them, but also build the knowledge and
skills necessary to thrive in the future green economy—or risk being left behind. It’s
just that simple. A thorough, rigorous, standards-based climate science education will
provide them with the truth about the urgency and harmful effects of climate change,
the cognitive skills to not be hoodwinked by the lies and misinformation of climate
deniers, and will equip them with the training needed to succeed in the job market of
tomorrow—one that will increasingly be made up of clean energy jobs.
For original blog see:
https://www.climaterealityproject.org/blog/opportunity-climate-science-educationjobs-and-more-jobs
See Also: CLIMATE SCIENCE BELONGS IN THE CLASSROOM

Read more at Below2C
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